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Dye-doped silica nanoparticles (NPs) are used as optical biosensors and fluorescence
COVER
imaging markers because of their chemical stability, facile surface modification and relatively high
fluorescence quantum yield. Prions are responsible for the transmissible spongiform encephalopathies
such as scrapie, “mad cow disease” or Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease. The cellular isoform of the prion
protein (PrPC) undergoes a conformational conversion to the insoluble pathogenic isoform (PrPSc). PrPC
is involved in cellular metabolism processes and its translocation is very important in the conversion
of PrPSc. Cheng Zhi Huang’s group from Southwest University (Chongqing, China) has developed a
simple and sensitive method for imaging PrPC by using an aptamer-labeled Ru(bpy)32+@SiO2 NP probe.
Their optical probe possesses a long fluorescence lifetime (369.9 ns) and nearly no leakage of the
dye from the silica matrix was observed (9 d after 12,000 r/min centrifuging for 15 min). The cover
picture shows a fluorescence image of the probe targeting human bone marrow neuroblastoma cells
(SK-N-SH cells) since they can express PrPC on the surface. Moreover, Ru(bpy)32+@SiO2 NPs exhibit
good biological compatibility, which make them ideally suited for long-term and real-time imaging of
biological molecules (see the article by Wei Wang et al. on page 147).
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Abstract We apply antilocalization measurements to
experimentally study the interactions and exchange
between InAs surface accumulation electrons and local
magnetic moments of the rare earth ions Sm3?, Gd3?,
Ho3?, and Dy3?, of the transition metal ions Ni2?, Co2?,
and Fe3?, and of Fe3O4 nanoparticles and Fe3?-phthalocyanine deposited on the surface. The influence of the
deposited species on the surface electrons is observed
through the changes in the spin–orbit scattering and magnetic spin-flip scattering rates, which carry information
about magnetic interactions. Experiments indicate a temperature-dependent magnetic spin-flip scattering for Ho3?,
Dy3?, Ni2?, and Co2?. Concerning the spin–orbit scattering rate, we observe an increase, except for the cases of
Ni2?, Fe3?, Fe3O4 nanoparticles and Fe3?-phthalocyanine.
We also observe an increase in SO scattering in another
system where we study the interactions of Au nanoparticles
and ferromagnetic Co0.6Fe0.4 nanopillars and an
In0.53Ga0.47As quantum well. Experimental results are
analyzed and compared to theoretical models. Our method
provides a controlled way to probe the quantum properties
of two-dimensional electron systems, either on the surface
of InAs or in a quantum well.
Keywords Antilocalization  Magnetoresistance 
Magnetism  Surface states  Spin–orbit interaction 
Spin-flip scattering

Y. Zhang  V. Soghomonian  R. L. Kallaher 
J. J. Heremans (&)
Department of Physics, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA 24061,
USA
e-mail: heremans@vt.edu

1 Introduction
Low-temperature weak-localization (WL) and weak antilocalization (AL) magnetotransport measurements are
sensitive to electron interference, and thus can be used as a
probe of quantum states [1–5]. The spin–dependent interactions between controllable surface magnetism and itinerant electrons in a non-magnetic host provide insight for
spin-based technologies, magnetic data storage and quantum information processing. We study two different host
systems, a two-dimensional electron system (2DES) on an
InAs surface, and an InGaAs quantum well at a distance
from the surface of a heterostructure. In a series of comparative AL measurements, we study the interactions
between the 2DES and various species, magnetic or
otherwise, deposited on the surface. The spin decoherence
of a 2DES can be modified due to the presence of local spin
moments. Therefore, by AL the interactions and spin
exchange mechanisms between electrons and surface
magnetic moments can be investigated in this adjustable
artificial structure.
Interference between backscattered time-reversed electron trajectories contributes to the quantum corrections of
the conductivity. In situations where the spin–orbit interaction (SOI) is absent, the constructive interference
decreases the conductivity, resulting in WL [6]. In materials with strong SOI, the interference becomes destructive,
and thus an increase in conductivity is observed known as
AL [6, 7]. The InAs epitaxial layer has prominent Rashba
SOI due to structural inversion asymmetry, and hence
shows AL, with a sharp positive magnetoresistance (MR)
around zero magnetic field (B ¼ 0) applied normal to the
surface, which crosses over to negative MR at higher B.
This characteristic MR due to the AL quantum corrections
to the two-dimensional conductivity r2 ðBÞ is determined
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by four scattering times: the elastic scattering time s0
(independently determined by carrier mobility and density); the inelastic decoherence time si ; the spin–orbit decoherence time sSO ; and the magnetic spin-flip
decoherence time ss . In our experiments, ss contains all the
important information about the interactions between surface local moments and the 2DES. An expression for
Dr2 ðBÞ ¼ r2 ðBÞ  r2 ðB ¼ 0Þ can be obtained through
several theories, for instance developed by Hikami Larkin
and Nagaoka (HLN) [7], or by Iordanskii Lyanda-Geller,
and Pikus (ILP) [8]. HLN theory assumes spin–orbit scattering only at impurity sites, while ILP theory allows for
the inclusion of SOI terms from the crystal structure or
heterostructure, and is the preferred theory of choice when
D’yakonov–Perel’ spin relaxation mechanism is dominant.
However, in our low mobility materials and at low temperatures, the spin scattering is dominated by the Elliott–
Yafet mechanism. In this mechanism, the origin of the
spin–orbit scattering is less important; it may be due to
structural SOI combined with orbital scattering at impurity
sites (as in our case), or due to spin–orbit scattering only
locally at impurities. To properly express the interactions
in our studies, we adopt the HLN expression simplified
from the ILP model [8], and obtain Eq. (1) with the following modifications. In the presence of the spin-flip
scattering, the phase coherence time s/ will be replaced by
1
1
1
1
s1
[9, 10], and s1
[10],
SO by sSO  ss
/ ¼ si þ 2ss
which yields:
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where wðxÞ is the digamma function and each decoherence
time sa (with a ¼ 0; i, SO, s) corresponds to a characteristic magnetic field Ba ¼ 
h=ð4eDsa Þ, with D being the twodimensional diffusion constant.

2 Experimental
We study the interaction of surface species and their
interactions with InAs surface and with quantum wells in
an InGaAs heterostructure. In the case of the InAs samples,
consisting of 3.75 lmm thick n-InAs films grown on GaAs
(001) substrates through metal organic chemical vapor
deposition, we pattern two immediately neighboring twin
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Fig. 1 (Color online) Structure of a sample, two identical serpentines
are adjacent to each other. Right serpentine is covered by surface species
(within the square outline); Left is bare for comparative measurements

serpentines, as shown in Fig. 1. The serpentines enhance
the observed signal by increasing the channel length
(8,820 lm) to width (40 lm) ratio. The presence of twin
serpentines allows for comparative measurements, where
one serpentine is left bare and the other covered by the
following species: aqueous nitrate solution of rare earth
(RE) ions (6 9 10-4 M), aqueous nitrate solutions of
transition metal (TM) ions (6 9 10-4 M), and an aqueous
polymer decorated Fe3O4 nanoparticle solution of
*6 9 10-4 M. In the case of Fe3?-phthalocyanine, one of
the serpentines was covered with phthalocyanine (not left
bare). Both compounds were dissolved in chloroform with
a concentration of *10-4 M. A 0.01 lL of any solution is
deposited on one of a pair of serpentines, and then air dried
(outlined in Fig. 1). We estimate the surface species density on the order of 10-6 lm-2. The twin serpentines are
fabricated simultaneously on the same sample and experience the same fabrication processes and cooldown. Thus
the measured AL signal differences will be due only to the
presence of surface magnetic species and their interactions
with the 2DES.
The InGaAs quantum well, located at 19 nm from the
surface of the following heterostructure is another system
probed by our comparative AL measurements. The heterostructure, grown by molecular-beam epitaxy on semiinsulating InP (001) substrate, consists of a 500 nm
In0.52Al0.48As buffer, a 6 nm In0.52Al0.48As doping layer, a
7 nm In0.52Al0.48As layer, the 10 nm wide In0.53Ga0.47As
QW, a 17 nm In0.52Al0.48As layer, and a 2 nm undoped InP
cap layer. We study two surface species here: Au nanoparticles deposited from an aqueous solution and ferromagnetic CoFe nanopillars delineated by electron beam
lithography and grown by thermal evaporation. We deposit
0.01 lL of 10-8 M of Au nanoparticles, with average
particle size of 10 nm. The CoFe nanopillars, 40 nm in
diameter and 36 nm in height, are arranged in a square
array with minimum center to center distance of 200 nm.
As in the case of InAs, comparative measurements are
obtained between twinned bare and covered serpentines at
low temperatures. Measurements occur by standard four-
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contact low-frequency lock-in techniques, at cryogenic
temperatures (0.4–6 K), and under variable B always
applied normal to the surface.
3 Results and discussion
Before we discuss the details of the various systems we use
the case of RE ions on InAs to demonstrate the effect of the
surface magnetic moments. We compare the low-B AL
data obtained on bare versus RE ion covered mesas on
InAs at temperature T = 0.4 K (Fig. 2a, b). An expression
of DRðBÞ=R0 is applied to present the MR, where
DRðBÞ ¼ RðBÞ  RðB ¼ 0Þ; R0 ¼ RðB ¼ 0Þ, and R stands
for the longitudinal resistance. Since DRðBÞ  R0 , with
Dr2 ðBÞ=r2 ðB ¼ 0Þ  DRðBÞ=R0 , experimental RðBÞ
values can be directly compared to Eq. (1). To eliminate
the effect from the external electronic shifts like Hall
effect, the data is symmetrized. From Fig. 2 evaluating the
data for the RE InAs sample, it is apparent that RE ions
raise and broaden the AL signal, demonstrating the sensitivity of AL to surface species.
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from the comparative (rather than absolute) AL data, and
presented as spin-flip scattering rates s1
s as function of T.
3?
We have shown that the RE ions (Sm , Gd3?, and Ho3?)
3?
and Gd3? cause a
strongly influence s1
s [1]. While Sm
1
T-independent ss scaling with their effective moments
n
1
leff , Ho3? shows a dependence s1
s  T with n  2. The
1
1=2
origin for the ss  T
observed for InAs electrons
interacting with Ho3? may be due to high leff and large
number of low-lying energy levels from nonzero orbital
quantum number L. Based on values of L and leff of a rare
earth species, one may predict its behavior and interaction
with itinerant electrons. For example, Dy3? possesses a
nonzero L and a fairly large leff similar to that of Ho3?,
and thus an increase in s1
s as T increases is expected, and
was in fact observed. At T = 0.4 and 1.3 K, the spin-flip
scattering of the serpentine covered with Dy3? ions is
derived to be 0.07 and 0.11 ps-1, respectively, demonstrating the expected T-dependence of s1
s .
3.2 InAs with TM ions

From Hall data we measure areal density Ns  0:6
1012 cm-2 and l  22;000 cm2/Vs. Accounting for nonparabolicity in the InAs conduction band, with a C-point
effective mass of 0.024 and a low T band gap of 418 meV,
other transport parameters, such as s0 and D, are derived
[1]. For a given sample, mobilities and densities do not
vary in the range of the experimental T. Further, no significant systematic variation caused by solution coverage is
observed. Information about the interaction between the
surface moments and the surface electrons is extracted

While the RE ions have buried 4f shell electrons responsible for their paramagnetic behavior, the TM ions have
their outermost (and not buried) 3d shell electrons
responsible for their magnetic properties. Using the same
InAs surfaces, we expect stronger interactions between TM
ions and the accumulation electrons. Figure 3 shows a
good correspondence between data and theoretical fits for
both bare and covered serpentines of the TM InAs samples
at T ¼ 0:4 K. By fitting Eq. (1) to the AL data of the TM
InAs samples, temperature dependent spin-flip scattering is
observed for both Ni2? and Co2?, and the dependence
scales with the leff of the magnetic ions. Similar to Ho3?,
both Ni2? and Co2? possess a high leff and a nonzero L.

Fig. 2 (Color online) a Antilocalization measurements of the bare
serpentines (empty symbols) paired with the serpentines covered by the
RE magnetic species (solid symbols) in (b) at T = 0.4 K. b Antilocalization measurements of the serpentines covered by magnetic species
paired with the bare serpentines in (a) at T = 0.4 K. (For clarity, only 1
in 6 experimental data are plotted, and an offset of 5 9 10-4 is applied
on curves). The magnetic species are Sm3? (diamonds), Gd3? (stars),
Ho3? (circles), and Dy3 (squares). Solid lines are from fitting

Fig. 3 (Color online) a Antilocalization measurements of the bare
serpentines (empty symbols) paired with the serpentines covered by
magnetic species (solid symbols) in (b) at T = 0.4 K. b Antilocalization measurements of the serpentines covered by magnetic species
paired with the bare serpentines in (a) at T = 0.4 K. (For clarity, only
1 in 6 experimental data are plotted, and an offset of 5 9 10-4 is
applied on curves). Magnetic species are Ni2? (hexagons), Co2?
(pentagons), and Fe3? (triangles). Solid lines are from fitting

3.1 InAs with RE ions
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On the other hand, for Fe3? L = 0 and a T-independent s1
s
is observed as expected. Spin–orbit scattering, which carries information about the strength of the SOI is altered by
the TM ions in various ways differently than in the case of
the RE ions. While Co2? broadens the AL signal, Ni2? and
Fe3?reduce the signal. Particularly in the case of Fe3? ions,
the AL signal is in fact changed into WL. We attribute this
to SOI possibly being suppressed by ferromagnetic ordering on the surface [11]. Or, the high spin-flip scattering of
the Fe3? ions may cause fast spin decoherence and thus
mask the SOI.

Fe3?-phthalocyanine molecules were deposited onto two
separate InAs samples. The comparative measurements of
low-B AL at T ¼ 0:4 K is shown in Fig. 4. Qualitatively,
Fig. 4 indicates a decrease in AL signal for both samples,
which confirms that the Fe3? ions suppress the SOI. The
reduced interaction between magnetic species and electrons can be still probed by the AL measurement, even
when the Fe3? ions are at some distance from the surface.

3.3 InAs with Fe3O4 nanoparticles and Fe3?phthalocyanine

The feasibility of probing magnetic moments within a
reasonable distance may allow us to apply AL measurement to a quantum well buried in a heterostructure, at a
certain distance from the surface. In the heterostructure
studied, the InGaAs 2DES is situated at 19 nm from the
surface. In the first case, we have a magnetic CoFe nanopillar array on a serpentine twinned with a bare serpentine.
In a comparative AL measurement, we find that the presence of the magnetic nanopillars generates a pseudo-random magnetic field that the QW electrons experience as an
effective SOI. In the second case, we deposited 0.01 lL
solution of 10-8 M 10 nm Au nanoparticles on one of a
pair of serpentines on the surface of the heterostructure,
while the other is left bare for comparative measurements.
While Au is non-magnetic, due to its heavy atomic mass
(high Z) Au can induce strong spin–orbit scattering. Figure 5 shows the comparative measurements for both the
CoFe nanopillars and the Au nanoparticles, and we note the
good correspondence between theoretical fits and the AL
data at T ¼ 0:4 K. By fitting Eq. (1) to the data, without
modifying the inelastic decoherence time si , the Au
nanoparticles decrease the sSO . Therefore, the SOI is

The significant change to the AL signal observed for Fe3?
ions may allow probing the interaction of distant local
magnetic moments with surface electrons. We investigated
other compounds containing this ion; decorated Fe3O4
nanoparticles and Fe3?-phthalocyanine. In the case of the
aqueous nitrate Fe3?, the iron ions are in close proximity to
the InAs surface electrons. With the decorated nanoparticles, firstly, we have a combination of Fe2? and Fe3?, and
secondly, the diameter of the PPO/PEO decorated nanoparticle is *40 nm, of which only a central sphere of
*8 nm is the Fe3O4. Thus, the iron oxide nanoparticles are
at some distance from the surface, on the order of *10 nm.
In the case of the Fe3?-phthalocyanine, we surmise that the
phthalocyanine molecule sits either flat or at a slight angle
to the surface, and thus the Fe3? ion is in relative proximity
to the surface. Similar amounts of Fe3O4 nanoparticles and

Fig. 4 a At T = 0.4 K, the antilocalization measurement of the
serpentine covered by phthalocyanine (empty up triangles) paired
with the serpentine covered by Fe3?-phthalocyanine (solid up
triangles) in (b); and the antilocalization measurements of the bare
serpentine (empty down triangles) paired with the serpentine covered
by Fe3O4 nanoparticles (solid down triangles) in (b). b At T = 0.4 K,
the antilocalization measurement of the serpentine covered by
covered by Fe3?-phthalocyanine paired with the serpentine covered
by phthalocyanine in (a); and the antilocalization measurement of the
serpentine covered by Fe3O4 nanoparticles paired with the bare
serpentine in (a). (For clarity, only 1 in 6 experimental data are
plotted, and an offset of 5 9 10-4 is applied on curves)
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3.4 InGaAs with Au nanoparticles and Co0.6Fe0.4
nanopillars

Fig. 5 (Color online) a Antilocalization measurements of the bare
serpentines paired with the serpentines covered by surface species in
(b) at T = 0.4 K. b Antilocalization measurements of the serpentines
covered by surface species paired with the bare serpentines in (a) at
T = 0.4 K. (For clarity, only 1 in 6 experimental data are plotted, and
an offset of 0.01 is applied on curves). Surface species are Au
nanoparticles (dot lines) and Co0.6Fe0.4 nanopillars (dash lines). Solid
lines are from fitting

Chin. Sci. Bull. (2014) 59(2):133–137

increased as expected. From Fig. 5, we notice that the
CoFe nanopillars behave differently than the other magnetic species; the AL signal is broadened, but also lowered
at the same time. The increased SOI is attributed to the
presence of a pseudo-random magnetic field component
due to the fringing magnetic field of the nanopillars. The
reduced depth of the signal is from an average fringing
field normal to the heterostructure surface. The results with
the QW indicate the effectiveness of AL measurements in
probing interactions of surface local moments and electron
systems even at a distance.

4 Conclusions
We demonstrate that antilocalization measurements are
indeed a sensitive probe to study spin–dependent interactions between surface local moments and two-dimensional
systems, even in a buried quantum well. Almost all the
surface species studied here were deposited from solution,
providing an easy route to generating tunable structures.
Our antilocalization results allow for predictions regarding
the behavior of magnetic ions on itinerant electron systems.
Further, we illustrate the value of including spin-flip scattering into the known analytical expressions of the quantum corrections to the classical conductivity, and provide
support through our antilocalization measurements on a
variety of distinct situations.
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